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Abstract

We propose a general model of repeated voting in committees and study equi-

librium behavior under alternative majority rules. We find that repetition may

significantly increase the efficiency of majority voting through a mechanism of inter-

temporal logrolling, agents sometimes voting against their immediate preference to

benefit the group’s long-term interest. In turn, this affects the comparison of ma-

jority rules, which may differ significantly relative to the static setting. The model

provides a rationale for the use of super-majority rules, while accounting for the

prevalence of consensus in committee voting.

Keywords: logrolling, repeated games, majority voting, preference intensities, consen-

sus.

JEL fields: D71; C73; D72.

1 Introduction

Many committees rely on majority voting to make collective decisions. Yet, majority

rules are often criticized for being inefficient, as they prevent voters from expressing
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the intensity of their preferences. To overcome this inefficiency, several creative mech-

anisms have been proposed, such as storable votes (Casella, 2012), quadratic voting

(Eguia et al., 2023), or vote trading (Lazrak and Zhang, 2023). While these mecha-

nisms are promising, their implementation in the field can be complex, and they need

not always improve upon majority voting (Casella and Macé, 2021). In this paper,

we argue that the inefficiency of majority voting can in fact reduce significantly when

collective decisions are repeated. Repetition is indeed a defining feature of collective

decisions in many committees; from international organizations and city councils to

hiring committees and corporate boards. We show that accounting for such repetition

has a substantial impact on the assessment of majority voting and, in turn, on the

comparison of alternative majority rules.

In the classic setting where a committee takes a single binary decision, sincere

voting is a dominant strategy and the collective decision coincides with the preference

of the majority. However, when decisions are repeated, voting behavior may be con-

ditioned both on current preferences and past decisions. As a result, agents may be

incentivized to vote against their preference when it is in the group’s interest, thus

increasing welfare over the long run. Our main purpose is to show how such a mecha-

nism of inter-temporal logrolling, a cooperation norm whereby voters arbitrate between

their own preferences and the group’s interest, emerges at equilibrium. In turn, this

mechanism has implications for the design of voting rules and for the inferences that

can be drawn from voting records.

In our model, an ex-ante symmetric committee makes infinitely repeated binary

decisions about whether to accept or reject proposed reforms. At each stage, utilities

are drawn independently from previous periods and observed publicly. Utilities reflect

agents’ cardinal preferences for the reform relative to the status quo. Agents then

vote simultaneously either in favor or against the reform and a collective decision is

taken according to a qualified majority rule. We study the equilibrium outcomes of

this repeated game under mild restrictions.

Our first result characterizes the set of equilibrium payoffs. In the repeated game,

the pivotal agent may be incentivized to vote against her preference today if the net

reward from complying with prescribed behavior exceeds the loss from implementing a

decision she dislikes. The extent to which such non-sincere behavior can be sustained

at equilibrium, i.e. the power of intertemporal incentives, depends on the difference

between the highest and smallest equilibrium payoffs, which determines the highest

admissible reward from complying with prescribed behavior. In turn, the power of
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intertemporal incentives affects which decision rule can be implemented today and

at which (long-term) cost, driving both the highest and smallest equilibrium payoffs.

The power of intertemporal incentives thus obtains as the solution to a fixed point

equation. At the optimal equilibrium, the committee follows a stationary cooperation

norm, adopting the efficient decision unless the pivotal voter disagrees with a stake

larger than the power of intertemporal incentives. As agents become more patient,

the optimal equilibrium payoff increases, eventually reaching the first-best. We further

show that the cooperation norm of the optimal equilibrium allows for a substantial

level of consensual decisions, even if preferences are never unanimous. When the

discount factor is large enough, any accepted reform can be approved by consensus.

To illustrate the implications of our model, we then focus on a more stylized set-

ting where the discrepancy between average and pivotal utilities remains constant. We

derive explicit formulas for the set of equilibrium payoffs under any possible majority

rule and discount factor. This characterization allows us to perform two comparative

statics exercises. First, we characterize the optimal voting rule, i.e. the rule maxi-

mizing the highest equilibrium payoff. While simple majority is optimal in the static

benchmark, a super-majority can be optimal in the repeated game. In fact, even the

unanimity rule, which performs worst in the static game, may turn out to be optimal.

Second, we show that, contrary to what we would obtain in a static model, the level

of consensus in the votes may be higher when committee members have more diverse

preferences.

Our model assumes that agents in the committee are ex-ante symmetric. This

feature is essential to ensure tractability and allows us to fully characterize the set

of equilibrium payoffs in the repeated game. Yet, one may wonder if the logrolling

behavior we identify at equilibrium hinges on the symmetric environment. We thus

generalize the model by considering asymmetric committees and provide a necessary

and sufficient condition for the existence of collectively profitable logrolling at an

equilibrium of the repeated game. We then use this condition to show that logrolling

is feasible in a simple model of asymmetric preferences.

Our results shed light on several aspects of majority voting. First, we argue that

the inefficiency of (super-) majority rules may be exaggerated by standard voting

models which do not account for repetition. Second, we show that the comparison

of different majority rules in terms of welfare (such as the higher efficiency of sim-

ple majority over unanimity) can be altered, and even reversed, by accounting for

repetition. Together, these arguments may explain why different majority rules are
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observed in practice, even the unanimity rule which is often considered to be prone

to gridlock.1 Third, we observe that committee decisions may exhibit a higher degree

of consensus under repeated voting than in the static benchmark. This finding pro-

vides a possible explanation for the widespread observation that committee decisions

are often made by consensus, with or without a formal vote, even when the formal

voting rule is not the unanimity rule (see Urfalino, 2014, 2021 and references therein).

Finally, we show that the degree of consensus may in some cases increase with the

preference heterogeneity of the committee, thus drawing attention to the difficulty of

inferring preferences from roll call data. We illustrate in more details our assumptions

and results with the example of the Council of the European Union in Section 8.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a simple example

to illustrate the main intuitions behind our model. Section 3 reviews the related liter-

ature. Section 4 introduces the model and lays out the main assumptions. Section 5

characterizes the set of equilibrium payoffs and the optimal consensus probability.

Section 6 revisits our general results on a more stylized model to perform comparative

statics. Section 7 extends the analysis to asymmetric committees by characterizing

exactly when (collectively profitable) intertemporal logrolling is feasible. Section 8

discusses our main assumptions and illustrates our model with the example of the

Council of the European Union. Section 9 concludes. All proofs are relegated to the

appendices.

2 An Example

A group of three agents decides whether to accept or reject repeated reforms at either

unanimity or simple majority. Reforms are of two possible types, A or B, each type

generating a fixed distribution of utilities as described in Table 1.

Voters

u[1] u[2] u[3]

Reforms
A −3 1 5

B −2 −1 6

Table 1: Distribution of utilities under reforms A and B

1See for instance Posner and Sykes (2014) on the variety of voting rules used in international organizations.
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Agents are equally likely to occupy any rank in the associated utility distribution.2

Keeping the status quo yields a utility of zero to each agent. We denote by p ∈ (0, 1)

the probability of occurrence of reforms of type A. Since both reforms A and B generate

an (average) utility of 1, as opposed to 0 for the status quo, the first best consists in

accepting any reform and yields an expected utility of 1.

If the committee only takes one decision, voting sincerely is a weakly dominant

strategy. Under unanimity, no reform is ever accepted, yielding ex-ante utility 0.

Under simple majority, only reforms A are accepted, yielding ex-ante utility p > 0.

Simple majority thus dominates unanimity but does not achieve the first best.

If the committee takes repeated decisions, it is possible to incentivize agents to

sometimes vote against their preference to achieve a higher level of utility overall.

Under unanimity, consider the following strategy profile: on path, all three agents

always vote in favor of reforms A and B; any deviation is punished by a permanent

reversal to the stage-game equilibrium. This profile is an equilibrium if and only if

the worst-off agent in reforms A has an incentive to vote in favor of the reform. This

is the case if her inter-temporal utility from the reform being adopted, −3(1− δ) + δ,

exceeds her inter-temporal utility from the reform being rejected, 0. As a result, the

first-best can be sustained under this profile if δ ≥ 3/4. In fact, this condition is

necessary for the first-best outcome to be sustained at equilibrium.

Under simple majority, sustaining the first-best no longer requires incentivizing

reform A’s worst-off agent to vote in favor since reforms A are accepted under sincere

voting. Consider the following strategy profile: on path, all agents but the worst-off

vote in favor of reforms B, and they all vote sincerely on reforms A; any deviation is

punished by a permanent reversal to the stage-game equilibrium. This profile is an

equilibrium if and only if the agent with a utility of −1 for a reform B has an incentive

to vote in favor of such a reform, that is −(1 − δ) + δ ≥ δp, or equivalently δ ≥ 1/

(2 − p). This condition is also necessary for the first-best outcome to be sustained

at equilibrium. It thus follows that when p > 2/3, there exists a range of discount

factors, 3/4 < δ < 1/(2− p), where only unanimity can sustain the first-best.

What lessons can we draw from this simple example? First, equilibrium votes

in the repeated game may be non-sincere, as we observe on reforms A and B under

unanimity, and on reforms B under simple majority. Second, ex-ante utility can be

higher in the repeated game, possibly reaching the first-best utility of 1, as opposed

2u[1], u[2], and u[3], denote the order statistics of the utility distribution associated to each type of reform.
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to only 0 (under unanimity) and p (under simple majority) in the stage game. Third,

some decisions can be reached by consensus in the repeated game (with probability

1 under unanimity), while they are never consensual in the stage game. Finally,

the comparison between simple majority and unanimity may be reversed, the latter

sometimes dominating the former in the repeated game. Why is that? In contrast

to unanimity, achieving efficiency under simple majority only requires incentivizing

agents with a stake |ui| of 1, as opposed to 3, and may thus seem easier to achieve.

However, since simple majority outperforms unanimity in the stage game, the long-

term benefit from complying with prescribed behavior is smaller, which can eventually

make efficiency harder to sustain.

3 Literature Review

Why majority voting? The literature offers various rationales for the use of majority

rules in collective decisions, relying both on procedural (May, 1952; Dasgupta and

Maskin, 2008) and epistemic (Condorcet, 1785) arguments. Yet, from a welfare per-

spective (Rae, 1969), majority voting is typically considered inefficient, as incentives

constraints prevent the revelation of preference intensities (Schmitz and Tröger, 2012).

To overcome these inefficiencies, several creative proposals have emerged in the liter-

ature. Casella (2012) proposes a storable votes mechanism whereby voters allocate a

fixed budget of votes across multiple decisions, which improves over majority voting in

several cases. Jackson and Sonnenschein (2007) generalize the intuition behind these

results by showing that any ex-ante Pareto efficient social objective (including the

utilitarian one) can be implemented if a large enough number of identical problems

are linked together. Other proposals, such as quadratic voting (Eguia et al., 2023),

or vote trading (Lazrak and Zhang, 2023) rely on the possibility of transfers. We

contribute to this normative literature by showing how the repetition of collective

decisions can significantly reduce the inefficiency of majority voting, without having

to consider sophisticated mechanisms. We thus provide a new welfare rationale for

majority voting.

Going back to Buchanan and Tullock (1962), it has been argued that making

multiple, as opposed to a single, collective decisions opens up the possibility of vote

exchanges between committee members, also known as logrolling. In the traditional

logrolling model, voters have complete information on each other’s preferences over a

series of binary decisions (see Casella and Macé, 2021 for a review). They exchange
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votes by pairs (Riker and Brams, 1973) or within larger groups (Casella and Palfrey,

2019) to take advantage of discrepancies in their preference intensities. Yet, these

exchanges are generally not welfare-improving for the group as a whole. By contrast,

voters in our model only have complete information in the current stage (they are

uncertain about future decisions) and they do not enter into explicit trade agreements

over votes. Instead, logrolling emerges as an implicit inter-temporal agreement, which

benefits all committee members. Moreover, logrolling can be decentralized as a simple

cooperation norm whereby voters adopt a low-profile strategy, only voicing their dis-

agreement when it is strong enough. This pattern of behavior is consistent with the

notion of diffuse reciprocity in international relations (Keohane, 1986). By showing

how such norm emerges from rational behavior under repeated collective decisions, we

thus provide a theoretical foundation for this concept.3

A few papers from the voting literature are particularly connected to our work.

Maggi and Morelli (2006) consider a setting of repeated decisions in an international

organization that cannot enforce its decisions. At each step, countries vote and then

decide whether to take an action, which is effective if implemented by all. The analy-

sis focuses on voting rules that are self-enforcing (through inter-temporal incentives),

and it turns out that unanimity is often optimal within that class. Our model differs

as we consider enforceable decisions and we account for the heterogeneity of prefer-

ence intensities, which is crucial in many environments and exacerbates the benefits

of logrolling.4 Charroin and Vanberg (2021) compare unanimity and simple majority

in a 3-voter traditional logrolling model. Relying on both simulations and laboratory

experiments, they also find that unanimity can outperform simple majority. In con-

trast to that paper, our comparative statics results are obtained analytically for any

committee size and for a larger class of voting rules, under weaker informational re-

quirements. Finally, Fox (2006) studies a model of repeated decisions similar to ours,

where one voter plays the additional role of an agenda-setter. His main objective is

to elucidate situations where a coalition of voters may benefit from repetition at some

equilibrium. By contrast, we characterize the complete set of equilibrium payoffs and

derive comparative statics by focusing on the optimal equilibrium.

3The cooperation norm also bears some resemblance with Kocherlakota (1996)’s classic work on risk sharing,

although it takes place with more than two players and without transfers. More generally, while the benefit of

repetition on cooperation has long been acknowledged in the literature on repeated games (Mailath and Samuelson,

2006) and relational contracts (Levin, 2003), very few papers have explored its implications for collective decision-

making.
4Besides, Maggi and Morelli (2006)’s argument for unanimity rule is independent from ours, and thus comple-

mentary.
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Our paper contributes more broadly to the topic of dynamic collective decision-

making. Most papers in this literature consider repeated decisions over a single,

persistent, issue (e.g. a central bank setting the interest rate). One objective is then

to understand how the endogeneity of the status quo (today’s decision becomes to-

morrow’s status quo) affects voting behavior, most often under the assumption of

Markovian strategies (Baron, 1996; Kalandrakis, 2004). In a recent contribution,

Dzuida and Loeper (2018) study an infinite horizon model where a group of legis-

lators repeatedly make the same binary decision. They show how the endogeneity

of the status quo leads to more polarized voting behavior at equilibrium than under

sincere voting. We depart from this literature by considering repeated decisions over

exogenous and independent reforms, as is the case in a committee with multiple func-

tions and responsibilities. The repeated, as opposed to dynamic, nature of our model

allows us to consider history-dependent strategies, which are essential to generate the

logrolling behavior characteristic of optimal equilibria.

4 Setup

4.1 Stage game

Model - A group of agents N = {1, . . . , n} must collectively decide whether to adopt

a proposed reform or keep the status quo. If enacted, the reform yields utility ui ∈ R
to agent i ∈ N , while the status quo’s utility is normalized to 0. An agent i ∈ N

is thus favorable to the reform if ui ≥ 0, opposed if ui < 0, and we refer to |ui| as

her stake in the collective decision. The reform is characterized by the utility vector

u = (ui)i∈N , with mean u = (
∑

i∈N ui)/n. We say that a reform is good when u ≥ 0

and bad when u < 0. For any rank k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n, we denote by u[k] the k-th

lowest utility, so that u[1] ≤ . . . ≤ u[n].

The reform u is drawn from a cumulative distribution function F . We assume that

the function F is symmetric,5 continuous and that its support S ⊆ RN is bounded and

convex. The symmetry assumption reflects the fact that agents are identical ex-ante,

although they may be heterogeneous ex-post. The remaining assumptions are made

for ease of exposition, they ensure in particular that the distribution F has no atom.

After observing reform u, each agent i votes either in favor or against the reform.

A majority rule with threshold m ∈ [1/2, 1] then decides the reform’s fate d ∈ {0, 1}.

5For any u ∈ S and any permutation π of N , F (u) = F (uπ), where uπ = (uπ(i))i∈N .
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If at least mn agents vote in favor, the reform is adopted, d = 1, and each agent i

gets utility ui. If not, the status quo remains, d = 0, and each agent gets utility 0.

We refer to m = 1/2 as simple majority and m = 1 as unanimity.

Strategies and Equilibrium - A voting strategy vi for player i associates to any

reform u a vote vi(u) ∈ {0, 1}. At the unique Nash equilibrium in weakly undominated

strategies,6 every agent votes sincerely, i.e. vi(u) = 1{ui ≥ 0}. As a result, a reform

is collectively accepted if and only if the agent with the dmne-th highest utility is

favorable, i.e. u[b(1−m)nc] ≥ 0. This agent plays a central role in our analysis as she is

a pivot, both in the static and in the repeated game, and she is thus denoted by p.7

Henceforth, we refer to her utility up := u[b(1−m)nc] as the pivot utility, and to her stake

|up| as the pivot stake. We note that the stage-game equilibrium is usually inefficient,

as bad reforms may be accepted (when up ≥ 0 but u < 0) and good reforms may be

rejected (when up ≤ 0 but u > 0) under sincere voting. Our main goal is to understand

how such inefficiencies can be overcome when collective decisions are repeated.

Decision rules - Given majority rule m, a strategy profile (vi)i∈N induces a

(group) decision rule. Formally, a decision rule d(.) associates to any reform u a

collective decision d(u) ∈ {0, 1}. Throughout, we focus on symmetric decision rules,

and we denote the (common) expected utility attached to such a rule d(.) by8

U(d) =

∫
uid(u) dF (u).

We denote by d0(.) the sincere decision rule induced by the stage-game equilibrium,

d0(u) = 1{up ≥ 0}. By contrast, the efficient rule de(.) accepts every good reform

and rejects every bad reform, i.e. de(u) = 1{u ≥ 0}. We denote by U0 (resp. U e)

the expected utility under the sincere (resp. efficient) decision rule. In the sequel,

we focus on the interesting case where the sincere decision rule is inefficient: U e :=

U(de) > U0 := U(d0).

We illustrate decision rules d0(.) and de(.) on Figure 1. A reform u is identified

graphically by its average utility u and pivot utility up. The colored area represents

the (projected) support S of F . Good reforms are represented in green, while bad

reforms are represented in red. Collectively accepted proposals are located inside the

6Agents with utility ui = 0 are indifferent between voting in favor or against, but this instance almost never arises

because of the continuity of F . The equilibrium in undominated strategies is thus essentially unique.
7Note that the identity of the pivot is only determined ex-post, after utilities are realized. By symmetry of F ,

every agent is equally likely to be the pivot.
8The formula does not depend on the identity of i ∈ N since both d and F are assumed to be symmetric.
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black polygon. Hatched areas correspond to inefficient decisions, i.e. rejection of a

good reform or acceptance of a bad reform.

Figure 1: Two decision rules.

(a) Sincere rule d0. (b) Efficient rule de.

4.2 Repeated Game

We now consider an infinitely repeated version of the stage game.

Timing - At each stage t ≥ 1, a reform u is drawn from probability distribution

F independently of previous stages. The reform u is publicly observed, then agents

simultaneously vote under majority rule m to decide the reform’s fate. The history

at time t, denoted by ht, consists of all reforms and votes prior to t. A strategy σi

for agent i associates to every history h and reform u ∈ S a vote σi(h,u) ∈ {0, 1}.
Utilities are discounted with a discount factor δ ∈ (0, 1). We say that a history h is

on the path of a strategy profile σ = (σi)i∈N if the votes at each period are the ones

specified by σ given the utility realizations.9

We focus on subgame perfect equilibria that satisfy the following three assumptions.

Assumption 1 (Symmetry). All agents use the same strategy.

Assumption 2 (Anonymous Histories). Voting behavior only depends on past anonymized

realizations of utilities and decisions.

Assumption 3 (As-if-pivotal Voting). Taking as given future play prescribed by the

strategy profile, players play as if they were pivotal.

9Such histories are also referred to as consistent histories in the literature (Mailath and Samuelson (2006)).
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We refer to such subgame perfect equilibria as equilibria. Symmetry is a natural

assumption in our context since the model is fully symmetric ex-ante. Anonymous

Histories further constrains the set of equilibria by restricting voting behavior to de-

pend only on anonymous information about past realizations of utilities and collective

decisions. As a result, deviations from the equilibrium path may only be punished

collectively. This assumption can be justified by a reluctance to single out or antago-

nize specific agents for their votes.10 The restriction to strategies that only condition

on collective decisions, as opposed to individual votes, has been used previously in

the literature to account for history-dependent strategies without losing too much

tractability (Bernheim and Slavov, 2009; Anesi and Seidmann, 2015). Finally, As-

if-pivotal Voting allows us to discard unreasonable equilibria and to pin down the

voting behavior of agents who are not pivotal, which is left unconstrained by subgame

perfection. Agents then vote for the alternative that maximizes their continuation

utility. The requirement is commonly used in dynamic voting games (see for instance

Ali et al., 2023), and it derives from the game-theoretic notion of stage-undomination

(Baron and Kalai, 1993) under the assumption of Anonymous Histories.

For any δ ∈ (0, 1), we denote by Eδ the set of equilibrium payoffs. Since Eδ is a

compact interval,11 we define wδ and wδ as the lowest and highest equilibrium payoffs.

Note that wδ ≤ U0 ≤ wδ, as playing the stage-game equilibrium after any history

is an equilibrium of the repeated game. We say that a decision d ∈ {0, 1} can be

implemented at equilibrium on reform u if there exists an equilibrium σ such that

decision d is taken at the first stage if the first reform drawn is u. We say that a

decision rule d(.) can be implemented at equilibrium if there exists an equilibrium σ

such that, for any reform u ∈ S drawn at the first stage, the decision d(u) is taken.

5 Equilibrium

5.1 Intertemporal incentives

Consider a good reform u that is disliked by the pivot, up < 0 < u. In the stage

game, this reform is inefficiently rejected because a blocking coalition of agents vote

(sincerely) against it. By contrast, if decisions are repeated, some unfavorable voters

10Letting strategies depend on complete histories of play would imply that both rewards and punishments can be

tailored individually. This would increase the incentive of the pivotal voter to abide by the prescribed decisions, and

eventually allow to achieve higher levels of efficiency. From this point of view, our analysis can thus be understood

as providing a lower bound on the highest equilibrium payoff.
11See Lemma 3 in Appendix A.
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may be convinced to vote in favor of the reform through intertemporal incentives.

As a result, the reform may instead be accepted at equilibrium. To be more precise,

assume that accepting the reform today triggers the best equilibrium as a reward, while

rejecting the reform triggers the worst equilibrium as a punishment. Then, voting in

favor of the reform yields an average intertemporal payoff of δwδ, while rejecting the

reform yields an average intertemporal payoff (1 − δ)ui + δwδ. If the pivot utility is

not too negative, i.e.

up ≥ −
δ

1− δ

(
wδ − wδ

)
, (1)

then all agents with a utility greater than or equal to the pivot utility have an incentive

to vote in favor of the reform. Since these agents form a winning coalition, the reform

is accepted. In fact, condition (1) is necessary and sufficient for the reform to be

implemented at equilibrium because (i) any other winning coalition would be harder

to incentivize and (ii) the best and worst equilibrium payoffs provide the optimal

intertemporal incentives for voters to comply with non-sincere behavior.

More generally, we define the cost of implementing a collective decision d ∈ {0, 1}
on a reform u ∈ S as,

c(u, d) =

{
0 if d = d0(u)

|up| if d 6= d0(u).

It is equal to 0 if the pivot agrees with decision d and to the pivot stake |up| if she

does not. Following the same reasoning as before, we get that a decision d can be

implemented on reform u if and only if its cost of implementation c(u, d) does not

exceed the power of intertemporal incentives κδ defined by,

κδ :=
δ

1− δ

(
wδ − wδ

)
. (2)

The power of intertemporal incentives κδ thus reflects how costly a decision can be

implemented at equilibrium, given that continuation promises must themselves be

equilibrium payoffs and future is discounted by δ. For any decision rule d(.), we define

C(d) and ∆(d) as, respectively, the expected and largest cost of implementing decision

d(u),

C(d) = E [c(u, d(u))] and ∆(d) = sup
u∈S

c(u, d(u)).

Note that C(d0) = ∆(d0) = 0 since the pivot always agrees with d0. We denote by

ce(u) := c(u, de(u)) the cost of implementing the efficient decision on reform u. We

denote by ∆e := ∆(de) = supu∈S c
e(u) the largest cost of implementing an efficient
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decision.

For any parameter κ ≥ 0, we say that a rule d(.) is capped by κ if the cost of

implementing decision d(u) on any reform u ∈ S does not exceed κ, i.e. ∆(d) ≤ κ.

We denote by Dκ the set of all decision rules capped by κ. The main observation of

the above discussion is that a decision rule can be implemented at equilibrium if and

only if it belongs to Dκδ .

5.2 Characterization of equilibrium payoffs

Our characterization of equilibrium payoffs relies on identifying the highest and lowest

equilibrium payoffs as functions of the (endogenous) power of intertemporal incentives.

For any cutoff κ ∈ R+, we define

V (κ) := sup
d∈Dκ

U(d) (3)

as the highest utility that can be achieved by a decision rule capped by κ, and

V (κ) := inf
d∈Dκ

U(d) + C(d) (4)

as the lowest sum of utility and expected cost of implementation that can be achieved

by a decision rule capped by κ. As we will explain below, V (κ) and V (κ) coin-

cide respectively with the highest and lowest equilibrium payoff when the power of

intertemporal incentives is equal to κ. Intuitively, accounting for the cost of imple-

mentation is needed to construct the lowest equilibrium payoff because some inefficient

decisions can only be implemented by promising rewards that have to be incurred on

the equilibrium path.

Both programs (3) and (4) have straightforward solutions (to be described below),

which means functions V and V can be computed explicitly. Furthermore, since Dκ
expands when κ increases, V and V are respectively increasing and decreasing with

κ. We now characterize the set of equilibrium payoffs in the repeated game.

Theorem 1. For any δ ∈ [0, 1], the set of equilibrium payoff Eδ is equal to

[V (κδ), V (κδ)], where the power of intertemporal incentives κδ is given by:

κδ = max
{
κ ≥ 0

∣∣∣ (1− δ)κ = δ
[
V (κ)− V (κ)

] }
. (5)

The set of equilibrium payoffs is characterized through the power of intertemporal
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incentives κδ, which is defined as the largest solution to fixed-point equation:

(1− δ)κ = δ
[
V (κ)− V (κ)

]
. (6)

Before describing the implications of Theorem 1, we start by explaining the main

intuition for its proof. Suppose that power of intertemporal incentives κδ is given.

What decision rule should be implemented in the first period to achieve the highest

equilibrium payoff? Without loss of generality, we can assume that the highest equi-

librium payoff wδ is always used as a reward, since it maximizes both the incentives to

the pivotal voter and the continuation utility that will later realize on the equilibrium

path. Conversely, we can assume that the lowest equilibrium payoff wδ is always used

as a punishment, since it provides maximal incentives without affecting the payoffs on

the equilibrium path.

Under such optimal incentives, the optimal decision rule simply consists in taking

the efficient decision unless its cost of implementation exceeds power κδ. This capped

efficient rule deκδ is formally defined by (see also Figure 2, left panel, below),

∀u ∈ S, deκδ(u) =

{
de(u) if ce(u) ≤ κδ

d0(u) if ce(u) > κδ,
(7)

and it is such that U(deκδ) = maxd∈Dκδ U(d) = V (κδ). Since the associated path must

generate the highest equilibrium payoff wδ, we obtain,

(1− δ)V (κδ) + δwδ = wδ,

which yields wδ = V (κδ). We conclude that V (κδ) is the highest equilibrium payoff

that can be induced by power of intertemporal incentives κδ.

Conversely, we ask what decision rule should be implemented in the first period to

achieve the lowest equilibrium payoff? We first note that no matter what decision rule

is played in the first period, minimizing the intertemporal equilibrium payoff requires

using as small a reward as necessary, since that reward will later be realized on the

equilibrium path. Given that it is still optimal to punish deviations with the lowest

equilibrium payoff wδ, complying with decision d on reform u must be rewarded with

continuation utility,

wδ +
1− δ
δ

c(u, d). (8)

As a result, to achieve as low an equilibrium payoff as possible, one should implement
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an inefficient decision only if its implementation cost is not too high, as this would

require too large a reward, to be later realized on the equilibrium path. In fact, im-

plementing an inefficient decision ends up increasing the average intertemporal payoff

if and only if its implementation cost exceeds |u|.
The lowest equilibrium payoff is thus achieved by implementing the capped semi-

inefficient rule diκδ , formally defined by (see also Figure 2, right panel, below),

∀u ∈ S, diκδ(u) =

{
1− de(u) if ce(u) ≤ min(κδ, |u|)
d0(u) if ce(u) > min(κδ, |u|).

(9)

This rule is such that U(diκδ) +C(diκδ) = mind∈Dκδ U(d) +C(d) = V (κδ). To conclude,

the lowest equilibrium payoff is achieved by implementing diκδ , using payoff (8) as a

reward and wδ as a punishment.12 Since the associated path must generate the lowest

equilibrium payoff wδ, we obtain,

(1− δ)U(diκ) + δ

∫ [
wδ +

(1− δ)
δ

c(u, diκ(u))

]
dF (u) = wδ,

which yields wδ = U(diκδ) + C(diκδ) = V (κδ). We conclude that V (κδ) is the lowest

equilibrium payoff that can be induced by power κδ.

To conclude, it follows from the definition of κδ in (2) and from the characteriza-

tion of the highest and lowest equilibrium payoffs wδ and wδ described in the above

discussion that the fixed-point equation (6) must hold.

We summarize the construction of the extremal equilibrium payoffs in Figure 2.

The left panel illustrates the capped efficient rule deκδ , under which good reforms are

accepted unless the pivot utility is too small (up ≤ −κ), while bad reforms are rejected

unless the pivot utility is too high (up ≥ κ). The right panel illustrates the capped

semi-inefficient rule diκ, under which good reforms are rejected unless the pivot utility

is too high (up ≥ min(u, κ)), while bad reforms are accepted unless the pivot utility

is too low (up ≤ max(u,−κ)).

12Note that this equilibrium is non-stationary, as the reward for complying with decision rule diκδ depends on

utility realization u. Another observation here is that (8) is indeed an equilibrium payoff as (i) by definition of diκδ ,

we always have 0 ≤ c(u, diκδ (u)) ≤ κδ and (ii) the set of equilibrium payoffs is a compact interval, as we show in the

appendix (Claim 2 of Lemma 3 in the proof of Theorem 1).
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Figure 2: Capped decision rules in the proof of Theorem 1.

(a) Capped efficient rule deκδ . (b) Capped semi-inefficient rule diκδ .

5.3 Optimal equilibrium

We now describe the main implications of Theorem 1 for the outcomes of optimal

equilibria, i.e. equilibria which generate the highest payoff wδ.

Corollary 1. Any optimal equilibrium is such that the capped efficient rule deκδ is

implemented at each stage.

Corollary 1 implies that the optimal equilibrium may be understood as a (self-

enforcing) cooperation norm, whereby voters routinely abide by collectively efficient

decisions unless the pivot stake |up| exceeds cutoff κδ.
13 In turn, parameter κδ may

be interpreted as the optimal degree of cooperation that is achievable in the repeated

game.

Corollary 2. The degree of cooperation κδ is weakly increasing with δ.14

A consequence of Corollary 2 is that the set of equilibrium payoffs expands with δ.

As voters becomes more patient, a higher degree of cooperation can be achieved for

two reasons: because voters attach a greater importance to the future relative to the

present and because the available rewards and punishments become richer.

We identify three cooperation regimes.

13To be precise, this stationary path constitutes the unique optimal equilibrium path. Yet, several punishments

schemes are possible at an optimal equilibrium (in fact, all those that provide sufficient incentives for agents to abide

by prescribed behavior).
14To see how Corollary 2 derives from Theorem 1, note that the function G(δ, κ) = 1−δ

δ κ − (V (κ) − V (κ)) is

continuous, weakly decreasing in δ and such that G(δ, κδ) = 0. For any δ′ > δ, we thus have G(δ′, κδ) ≤ 0 and, since

both V and V are bounded (since the support of F itself is bounded), limκ→∞G(δ′, κδ) = +∞. By the intermediate

value theorem, there exists κ′ ≥ κδ such that G(δ′, κ′) = 0. It then follows from Theorem 1 that κδ′ ≥ κ′ ≥ κδ.
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Corollary 3. There are thresholds δP , δF with 0 < δP ≤ δF < 1 such that:

(i) if δ < δP , then wδ = U0. No cooperation is possible at equilibrium.

(ii) if δ ∈ [δP , δF ), then U0 < wδ < U e. Partial cooperation is possible at equilibrium.

(iii) if δ ≥ δF , then wδ = U e. Full cooperation is possible at equilibrium.

If the discount factor is too low, the power of intertemporal incentives is null so

that the pivotal voter can never be incentivized to vote against her preferences. As a

result, the highest equilibrium payoff coincides with that of the stage-game equilibrium

(no cooperation). If the discount factor is intermediate, the power of intertemporal

incentives is positive but smaller than ∆e, the highest implementation cost of an

efficient decision. In that case, the highest equilibrium payoff improves over the stage-

game equilibrium without achieving the first-best, as some efficient decisions cannot

be implemented (partial cooperation). Finally, if the discount factor is large enough,

the power of intertemporal incentives exceeds ∆e. That case is reminiscent to the

folk theorem, where every efficient decision can be implemented, and the highest

equilibrium payoff coincides with the first-best U e (full cooperation).

5.4 Individual Voting Behavior and Consensus

While the previous section focuses on optimal equilibrium outcomes at the group level,

we now derive implications of Theorem 1 for individual voting behavior and ask how

much consensus optimal equilibria can generate.

For any stationary optimal equilibrium σ,15 we denote by vσ the voting profile used

at each stage. The consensus probability under σ is defined as the probability that a

reform is unanimously approved, that is,

P

(∏
i∈N

vσi (u) = 1

)
.

This probability is the largest under the following profile,

∀i ∈ N,∀u ∈ S, vi(u) =

{
1{ui ≥ −κδ} if u ≥ 0

1{ui ≥ κδ} if u < 0.

This voting behaviour may be interpreted as agents generally “keeping a low profile”:

15Restricting attention to stationary equilibria is reasonable here as any optimal equilibrium has a stationary

outcome (Corollary 1).
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following the group preference unless they strongly disagree with the group, i.e. with

a stake higher than κδ. We refer to the associated consensus probability Pδ as the

optimal consensus probability.16

Proposition 1. The optimal consensus probability Pδ is weakly increasing with δ.

There is a threshold δC ∈ (0, 1) such that the optimal consensus probability is maximal

for δ ≥ δC. All accepted good reforms are then unanimously approved.

As the discount factor increases, the larger power of inter-temporal incentives allows

to construct optimal equilibria with worse punishments. The increase in the optimal

consensus probability thus reflects two effects. First, the optimal degree of cooperation

is larger and thus more good reforms are approved.17 Second, any good reform is

more likely to receive consensus, as harsher punishments can incentivize even the

least favorable voter to vote in favor of the reform.

The main lesson of Proposition 1 is that consensus becomes easier to achieve when

voters become more patient. This refines the observation made in Corollary 2 on

self-enforcing cooperation norms. When δ increases, it becomes possible to implement

cooperation norms such that collective decisions are better on average and also such

that reforms are more likely to be unanimously approved. Moreover, if the discount

factor is high enough, i.e. δ ≥ max(δF , δC), a cooperation norm can be sustained

whereby only good reforms are approved, and all are unanimously approved.

6 Comparative statics

In order to illustrate the implications of repetition on majority voting, we now consider

a simplified model which allows us to derive explicit formulas for equilibrium payoffs

and perform comparative statics.

16We note that the highest consensus probability at a stationary equilibrium of the repeated game might be attained

for non-optimal equilibria. Here, we treat consensus as a secondary objective that comes after payoff maximization.

While not exhaustive, we believe that this approach still provides a reasonable and tractable benchmark to highlight

how consensus can emerge in the repeated game.
17This also means that less bad reforms are approved, but as we note in the proof, these reforms never receive a

consensual approval.
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6.1 Preference distributions

We focus on a stylized class of preference distributions where the utility of each agent

i ∈ N writes as the weighted sum of a common component θ and a private bias βi,

ui = θ + αβi,

where the common component θ is drawn uniformly on [−1, 1], and the ordered vector

of biases is fixed across reforms: there exist b1 ≤ · · · ≤ bn such that the j-th lowest

bias is β[j] = bj for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. As in the general model, we assume that the

distribution of u = (ui)i∈N is symmetric, so that any voter has an equal chance to

have a bias at any given rank of the distribution. Parameter α reflects the (relative)

weight attached to the bias, which we interpret as a measure of diversity within the

committee. For ease of exposition, we assume that n is odd, b1 = −1, bn+1
2
< b = 0,

and α ∈ [0, 1], and we note bp := bb(1−m)nc.
18 We refer to this class of preference

distributions as the simplified model.

In this setting, the difference between the average and the pivot utility is constant,

as u− up = −αbp, while the average utility, u = θ, varies across reforms. This feature

greatly simplifies the computation of the optimal equilibrium, allowing us to study

the effects of the majority threshold m and of the degree of diversity α on equilibrium

outcomes.

A reform is good if and only if the common component is positive, θ ≥ 0, and it is

collectively accepted at the stage-game equilibrium if and only if the pivot is in favor,

θ ≥ −αbp. For any majority rule, we have bp ≤ bn+1
2

< 0, so that the inefficiency

of the stage-game equilibrium comes from good reforms θ ∈ [0,−αbp] being rejected.

Under any voting rule m, the expected payoff under the efficient and sincere decision

rules are now equal to:

U e =
1

4
and U0

m = U e − (∆e
m)2

4
,

where the largest cost of implementing an efficient decision writes ∆e
m = α|bp|. Here,

the parameter ∆e
m can also be interpreted as a measure of the inefficiency associated

with majority rule m in the stage game. In particular, we obtain that the stage-game

equilibrium payoff is decreasing with m.

18The condition α ∈ [0, 1] ensures that there always are some reforms that are good (resp. bad) for all voters. This

property is not essential for the results but slightly simplifies the analysis.
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Proposition 2. In the stage game of the simplified model, the best majority rule is

simple majority (m = 1/2) and the worst majority rule is unanimity (m = 1).

We note that, although simple majority is optimal, it does not achieve the first

best since ∆e
1/2 = |αbn+1

2
| > 0 and thus U0

1/2 < U e.

6.2 Optimal voting rule

We turn to the analysis of the repeated game. As we show in the appendix, by

applying Theorem 1 for each possible value of the inefficiency ∆e, we can obtain

closed-form formulas for the optimal degree of cooperation κδ. In turn, we obtain the

partial and full cooperation thresholds δF and δP , as well as the optimal utility wδ.

This eventually allows us to characterize the optimal voting rule, i.e. the rule which

maximizes the highest equilibrium payoff wδ.

Theorem 2. In the simplified model, there are thresholds δ, δ with 0 < δ < δ < 1 and

right-continuous functions m∗,m∗∗ : [0, 1]→ [1/2, 1] such that:

(i) if δ < δ, the optimal rule is simple majority (m = 1/2).

(ii) if δ = δ, the optimal rules are simple majority (m = 1/2) and the strict (super-)

majority m∗(δ).

(iii) if δ < δ < δ, the optimal rule(s) are the majority rule(s) m∗(δ) and limδ′→δ,δ′<δm
∗(δ′).

(iv) if δ ≥ δ, any majority rule m with m∗(δ) ≤ m ≤ m∗∗(δ) is optimal.

Moreover, m∗(·) is weakly decreasing, from m∗(δ) > 1/2 + 1/n, up to m∗(1) = 1/2,

while m∗∗(·) is weakly increasing, from m∗∗(δ) = m∗(δ) up to m∗∗(1) = 1.

The mapping from discount factor to optimal voting rules is illustrated in Figure 3.19

19Empty circles correspond to optimal voting rules that are not contained in the functions m∗ and m∗∗.
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Figure 3: Optimal voting rule(s) as a function of the discount factor.

Theorem 2 shows that accounting for the repetition of collective decisions can

drastically affect the assessment of alternative majority rules. In the benchmark case

where the discount factor is low (δ < δ), future is so discounted that the optimal voting

rule coincides with the optimal rule in the stage-game, i.e. simple majority (m = 1/2).

In the opposite benchmark where the discount factor is high (δ ≥ δ), intertemporal

incentives are sufficient to achieve full cooperation for some rules (m∗(δ) ≤ m ≤
m∗∗(δ)), and eventually for all rules when δ is large enough.

The most interesting case of Theorem 2 arises for intermediate discount factors

(δ ≤ δ < δ). The optimal rule is then a supermajority rule (necessarily strict when δ

is just above δ) which decreases (weakly) with the discount factor. In particular, this

shows that a strict supermajority can dominate simple majority when accounting for

the repetition of collective decisions, while the opposite conclusion would be drawn by

focusing on the stage game. Moreover, as we show below, a common case is that una-

nimity becomes uniquely optimal in the repeated game, thus completely overturning

the result of Proposition 2.

Corollary 4. In the simplified model, when α ≤ 1/2, there is an open range of discount

factors for which unanimity (m = 1) is uniquely optimal.

How can unanimity be optimal in the repeated game when it performs worst in

the stage-game? The intuition for Corollary 4 can be best explained by focusing on

the full cooperation threshold δFm, which is decreasing in majority threshold m.20 In

20Note that this observation alone guarantees that unanimity is the unique optimal majority rule for δ close enough
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this simplified model, the largest cost of implementing an efficient decision is equal to

∆e
m, which means that achieving full cooperation requires a power of intertemporal

incentives κδ of at least ∆e
m. It follows from fixed-point equation (6) that the full

cooperation threshold satisfies,21

1− δFm
δFm

=
1

∆e
m

[
V (∆e

m)− V (∆e
m)
]
.

The majority rule m thus has two opposing effects on threshold δFm. On the one

hand, since ∆e
m is increasing in m, achieving full cooperation requires a larger power

of intertemporal incentives under unanimity than under any other rule. On the other

hand, the gap in equilibrium payoffs induced by power of intertemporal incentives ∆e
m,

V (∆e
m)− V (∆e

m) =
3(∆e

m)2

4

is increasing in ∆e
m and thus largest under unanimity. Here, since the latter effect

(quadratic) dominates the former (linear), we get that full cooperation is easiest to

achieve under unanimity.22

6.3 Consensus

Following Section 5.4, we look for the maximal consensus that can be obtained at the

optimal equilibrium of the repeated game. This is achieved by providing to each voter

the highest possible incentive (given by the power κδ) to vote in favor of decisions that

must be accepted at equilibrium. The optimal consensus probability is thus given by

Pδ = P(u[1] + κδ ≥ 0, u ≥ 0) = P(θ ≥ α− κδ, θ ≥ 0) =
1−max(α− κδ, 0)

2

whenever α− κδ ≥ −1. This probability can be computed explicitly in the simplified

model by plugging in the formulas for κδ.

Proposition 3. In the simplified model, the optimal consensus probability Pδ can be

increasing with diversity α.

Proposition 3 shows that voting behavior may be more often unanimous when

to (and larger than) δF (1).
21In fact, because κδ is both continuous and weakly increasing in δ, the smallest discount factor for which it is

possible to achieve full cooperation must generate a power of exactly ∆e
m.

22A similar insight that a worse institution in static terms can turn out optimal with repetition appears in Fox

and Polborn (2022), although in a different setting. A further difference is that we focus on the optimal equilibrium

rather than on a particular candidate equilibrium in the repeated game.
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preferences are more diverse (α is higher). Hence, the observation of vote tallies may

be a poor indicator of the preferences within a committee if agents engage in inter-

temporal logrolling. To get some intuition on Proposition 3, note that increasing

diversity has two effects. On the one hand, it becomes more difficult to convince

the worst-off agent to vote in favor of the reform when diversity is larger. On the

other hand, as we show in the appendix, when partial cooperation begins, a larger

diversity leads to stronger inter-temporal incentives (i.e. higher κδ), an effect which

is directly proportional to the measure |bp| of the majority rule’s static inefficiency.

When the majority rule is inefficient enough, the latter effect dominates, and the

optimal consensus probability increases with α.

7 Asymmetric Committees

We have maintained up to now the assumption that committee members are ex-ante

symmetric. This stylized hypothesis ensures the possibility of (collectively profitable)

inter-temporal logrolling while providing a tractable framework for understanding its

consequences. Yet, one may wonder whether this mechanism carries over to asym-

metric committees. In this section, we provide a necessary and sufficient condition for

the feasibility of (collectively profitable) inter-temporal logrolling, and show that it is

satisfied in a simple model of asymmetric preferences.

7.1 Collectively Profitable Logrolling

We extend the model as follows: the c.d.f. F of the reform distribution is now contin-

uous but possibly asymmetric, with a bounded and convex support S ⊆ RN . In the

repeated game, an equilibrium σ is a subgame-perfect equilibrium satisfying Anony-

mous Histories and As-If-Pivotal Voting. We say that an equilibrium σ is outcome-

stationary if the decision rule it induces at each stage always remains the same on

the equilibrium path. For instance, as in the symmetric model, sincere voting is an

outcome-stationary equilibrium. We say that a probability distribution F and a ma-

jority threshold m jointly satisfy the Gains from Trade Condition if there exist K ≥ 1,

a family of reforms (uk)1≤k≤K ∈ SK and a family of weights (wk)1≤k≤K ∈ (R+)K such

that:

∀i ∈ N,
K∑
k=1

wkuki (1− 2d0(uk)) > 0. (10)

Intuitively, the condition reflects the possibility of reversing a certain number of sincere
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collective decisions in a mutually beneficial way.23 The condition precisely character-

izes when (collectively profitable) intertemporal logrolling can occur.

Theorem 3. There exists a stationary-outcome equilibrium which strictly Pareto-

dominates the sincere voting equilibrium for some δ ∈ (0, 1) if and only if (F,m)

satisfies the Gains from Trade Condition.

This result is powerful as it provides a tractable condition which can be checked

to investigate if a given preference model allows (or not) for (collectively profitable)

intertemporal logrolling.24 Note that when the condition is satisfied, if there exists

a strictly Pareto-improving stationary-outcome equilibrium for some δ ∈ (0, 1), then

such an equilibrium also exists for any δ′ ≥ δ. Moreover, the Pareto-dominating

equilibrium we construct in the proof also generates more consensus than sincere

voting, in line with the analysis of the previous sections.

In order to illustrate Theorem 3, we now consider a simple model of asymmetric

preferences and discuss when the Gains from Trade Condition is satisfied.

7.2 Example

We consider the following simple model of asymmetric preferences, adapted from

Dzuida and Loeper (2018).25 Each collective decision features a left proposal (d = L)

and a right proposal (d = R). Each agent i’s utility for the right proposal writes as

the sum of a common component θ, a private bias βi and a noise term εi,

xRi = θ + βi + εi,

while the utility of the left proposal xLi is normalized to 0. Private biases are fixed

and such that β1 < . . . < βn. On each reform, common component θ is drawn from a

distribution whose support includes (−βn − η,−β1 + η) for some η > 0. Each voter-

specific noise term εi is drawn from a distribution with support [−ε, ε], with ε ≥ 0,

independently from (εj)j 6=i and from θ.

On any decision, the status-quo may be either a left proposal (the reform is then a

right proposal) or a right proposal (the reform is then a left proposal). Formally, each

23While we focus here on cooperation at the level of the whole group, we acknowledge that cooperation by subgroups

can be relevant in several contexts too. See for instance Fox (2006) and Eguia (2011) for an application to political

parties in legislatures and Kikuchi and Koriyama (2023) for an application to the U.S. Electoral College.
24The robustness exercise conducted in this section bears some similarity to the analysis of Fox (2006). Yet, by

contrast to Fox (2006)’s Proposition 1, we provide a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of logrolling,

which, as we show, is sufficiently tractable to be directly tested in applied models.
25In their model, the status quo is not stochastic but inherited from the previous collective decision.
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agent i’s utility for a reform writes as ui = (θ + βi + εi)s, where variable s ∈ {−1, 1}
is drawn from a non-degenerate distribution, independently from θ and {εi}i∈N .26 We

refer to this class of preference distributions as the simplified asymmetric model.

Proposition 4. In the simplified asymmetric model, when n is odd:

• for any ε ≥ 0, the Gains from Trade Condition is satisfied for any strict super-

majority rule m > 1
2 + 1

n ,

• there exists ε∗ > 0 with ε∗ ≤ 1
2(βn+3

2
− βn−1

2
) such that: the Gains from Trade

Condition is satisfied under simple majority rule (m = 1/2) if and only if ε ≥ ε∗.

The result shows that inter-temporal logrolling is indeed possible on a large do-

main of asymmetric preferences, under any strict super-majority rule. While the me-

dian voter can never gain from logrolling absent noise under simple majority, a small

amount of noise is sufficient to make inter-temporal logrolling possible even under that

rule. More generally, the example illustrates that Theorem 3 provides a tractable test

to assess the feasibility of logrolling for any preference model.

8 Discussion

8.1 Assumptions

Malevolent Behavior . Our characterization of equilibrium payoffs relies on the

possibility of punishing agents for voting in favor of efficient decisions (see Figure 2,

right panel, dashed areas with upu > 0). One may consider such punishment schemes

to be unrealistic, or undesirable. How much cooperation could be achieved at equi-

librium without having to rely on these kinds of malevolent incentives? We say that

a strategy profile is non-malevolent if after any history, implementing the inefficient

decision does not lead to a greater continuation utility than implementing the efficient

decision. Under the assumption of non-malevolent strategies, the lowest equilibrium

payoff necessarily coincides with the stage-game equilibrium payoff U0. The set of

equilibrium payoffs is then equal to [U0, V (κ′δ)], where cutoff κ′δ ≤ κδ is given by,

κ′δ = max
{
κ ≥ 0 | (1− δ)κ = δ

[
V (κ)− U0

] }
.

The restriction to non-malevolent strategies weakens the optimal punishment (i.e.

the lowest equilibrium payoff), thus reducing the highest equilibrium payoff. As a

26Here, s = 1 refers to the status quo being L and s = −1 refers to the status-quo being R.
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result, the set of equilibrium payoffs under non-malevolence is included in the set of

equilibrium payoffs characterized in Theorem 1. The inclusion is strict unless there is

either no or full cooperation. However, the characterization of optimal voting rules in

the simplified model (Theorem 2) remains valid.

Incomplete information . Our model assumes complete information in the

stage-game, which is crucial to maintain tractability. While this assumption may seem

a priori restrictive, it is in fact consistent with the main application of our model. Our

analysis is concerned with repeated collective decisions in a standing committee. In

such a setting, it is natural to think that committee members learn to know each

other well, which makes the complete information assumption plausible. Assuming

complete information is also less demanding than it may initially appear. First, we

only require complete information at the current stage, thus preserving uncertainty in

the shadow of future decisions, making the model significantly less demanding than

traditional models of logrolling. Second, the cooperation norm characteristic of the

optimal equilibria can be implemented with rather minimal informational require-

ments. As discussed in Section 5.4, voters only need to observe their own utility and

the average utility (an aggregate statistic) to implement the optimal equilibrium on

path.27

One may still wonder if the norm of inter-temporal logrolling could emerge under

incomplete information. In such environments, if we allow for communication before

each vote, equilibria can indeed be found which combine the cooperation norm together

with a linking mechanism (Jackson and Sonnenschein, 2007). This mechanism is not

imposed by a designer but rather implemented on path by the voters through a threat

of punishment, and it allows voters to reveal their preference intensities. We illustrate

this idea in a simple example in Appendix B.

8.2 Application to the Council of the E.U.

We conclude by discussing how our assumptions and results apply to the Council of

the European Union, which is the topic of an extensive literature in political science.

This committee, which gathers ministers from each Member State, is one of the E.U.’s

main decision-making body, and takes numerous decisions on many different policy

areas. While the formal voting rule varies across areas (from unanimity to qualified

27Note that a single other aggregate statistic, the pivot utility, is required to implement the optimal equilibrium

off path.
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majority), a common observation is that most decisions are taken by consensus, and

that negative votes are rarely observed when a formal vote takes place (Mattila and

Lane, 2001).

The Council of the E.U. fits well our model’s main assumptions. First, com-

mittee decisions are prepared by a small group of representatives with strong ties

(COREPER), who “know each other extremely well” and show a “sense of under-

standing of the other delegations’ interest” (Lewis, 2000), ensuring that “member

states are well aware both of each other’s policy preferences and of how important

particular decisions are for them” (Heisenberg, 2005). This makes the assumption of

complete information about current preferences particularly relevant. Second, since

decisions are made in many different policy areas, coalitions in favor of a given reform

change frequently (Mattila and Lane, 2001),28 which lends support to the assumption

that preferences are independent across periods.

The norm of diffuse reciprocity, by which Member States only voice their disagree-

ment in extreme cases, is often put forward to explain the prevalence of consensus

in the Council. Warntjen (2010) notes that delegates “apply an informal rule which

allows mutual concessions for mutual benefit in long-standing relationships’, while

Lewis (2000) writes that “the norm of diffuse reciprocity can also instill a sense of

self-restraint in the kinds of demands and outcomes a delegation pushes for”.29 By

formalizing this norm as a mechanism of inter-temporal logrolling and by showing

how it emerges at the optimal equilibrium of a repeated voting game, our work thus

provides a theoretical foundation for this important empirical observation.30

9 Conclusion

Majority voting is often criticized for not reflecting the intensity of individual pref-

erences, leading to inefficient collective decisions. In this paper, we argue that these

inefficiencies can be significantly reduced when decisions are repeated. We propose a

general model of repeated collective decisions and characterize equilibrium outcomes

28“Such is the nature of Community Affairs, however, that coalitions change dramatically according to the item

under discussion” (Mattila and Lane, 2001).
29Lewis (2000) also writes that “the balancing of concessions and the expectations that all will profit in the long

run is spread across a range of issue-areas and functional contexts”.
30The rationales for consensus in the Council are sometimes framed as divided between rationalist (logic of con-

sequences, goal-oriented) and constructivist (logic of appropriatness, norm-oriented) explanations, see for instance

Warntjen (2010). Our work illustrates that the two approaches are not exclusive, in line with Fearon and Wendt

(2002).
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under various majority rules. We find that repetition may significantly increase the

efficiency of majority voting through a mechanism of inter-temporal logrolling, agents

sometimes voting against their immediate preferences to benefit the group’s long-term

interest. In turn, this mechanism can substantially affect the comparison of alterna-

tive majority rules, and may explain the prevalence of supermajority rules. Repetition

also allows for higher levels of consensus, a feature of collective-decision making that

is often observed in practice. While the model applies to an ex-ante symmetric en-

vironment, we show that the main mechanism extends to asymmetric committees

and identify the exact conditions under which (collectively profitable) intertemporal

logrolling is feasible.
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A Proofs

A.1 Proof of Theorem 1

Proof. In the sequel, we denote by ut the reform drawn at stage t, by dt the decision

taken at stage t, and by H = ∪T≥1{(ut, dt)1≤t≤T} the set of histories in the repeated

game.

Definition 1. A payoff w ∈ R is (symmetrically) decomposable on set W ⊂ R if there

exist three symmetric functions on S: a decision rule dw : S 7→ {0, 1} and continuation

payoffs rw : S 7→ W (reward) and qw : S 7→ W (punishment) such that:

w = E[(1− δ)dw(u)u+ δrw(u)] (11)

and

∀u ∈ S, (1− δ)dw(u)up + δrw(u) ≥ (1− δ)(1− dw(u))up + δqw(u). (12)

The set W is self-generating if any w ∈ W is decomposable on W .

In words, w is decomposable by (dw, rw, qw) if (i) it is the expected average payoff

given by the rule dw and on-path reward rw and (ii) for any utility realization u,

implementing the action dw(u) is rational for the pivot given a reward rw(u) and a

punishment qw(u). For the sequel, it is useful to note that the rationality condition

(12) is equivalent to:

∀u ∈ S, (1− δ)(2dw(u)− 1)up + δ(rw(u)− qw(u)) ≥ 0. (13)

We now state and prove three lemmata before concluding the proof.

Lemma 1. If W is self-generating, then any w ∈ W is an equilibrium payoff.

Proof. This proof is adapted from standard techniques exposed in Mailath and Samuel-

son (2006). Let W be self-generating and let w0 ∈ W . Consider the automaton defined

by:
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• the set of states W

• the initial state w0

• the output function f : w 7→ dw

• a transition function τ : W × S × {0, 1} → W , such that

τ(w,u, d) =

{
rw(u) if d = dw(u)

qw(u) otherwise.

We extend the transition function from W × S × {0, 1} to W × H, by recursively

defining τ(w, ∅) = w and

τ(w, ht) = τ(τ(w, ht−1),ut, dt).

We then define the (history-dependent) decision rule d by d(h,u) = f(τ(w0, h))(u)

and the reward r and punishment q by r(h,u) = rτ(w0,h)(u) and q(h,u) = qτ(w0,h)(u).

Let Di(h,u) be the utility difference in state τ(w0, h) between following the decision

d(h,u) and deviating for an agent with utility ui (assuming that the agent is pivotal).

Formally:

Di(h,u) = (1− δ)d(h,u)ui + δr(h,u)−
(

(1− δ)(1− d(h,u))ui + δq(h,u)
)

= (1− δ)(2d(h,u)− 1)ui + δ(r(h,u)− q(h,u)).

By construction, asW is self-generating, by application of (13), we must haveDp(h,u) ≥
0 for the pivot, for any h ∈ H and u ∈ S.

Now, define individual strategy σi by:

∀h ∈ H, ∀u ∈ S, σi(h,u) =

{
d(h,u) if Di(h,u) ≥ 0

1− d(h,u) otherwise.
(14)

Observe first that the strategy profile σ = (σi)i∈N indeed implements the decision rule

d:

• if d(h,u) = 1, then for any i with ui ≥ up, we have Di(h,u) ≥ Dp(h,u) ≥ 0 and

thus σi(h,u) = d(h,u) = 1. Therefore, the strategy profile σ implements the

decision d = 1 = d(h,u) after history h for reform u.

• if d(h,u) = 0, then for any i with ui ≤ up, we have Di(h,u) ≥ Dp(h,u) ≥ 0 and
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thus σi(h,u) = d(h,u) = 0. Therefore, the strategy profile σ implements the

decision d = 0 = d(h,u) after history h for reform u.

Then, as W is self-generating and F is symmetric, we have by application of (11):

∀i ∈ N, Ui(σ) = E[(1−δ)dw
0

(u)ui+δrw
0

(u)] = E[(1−δ)dw
0

(u)u+δrw
0

(u)] = w0.

To conclude, let us show that σ is an equilibrium. By definition, the profile σ sat-

isfies Symmetry. It also satisfies Anonymous Histories since the transition function

τ only depend on the anonymized reform (u[k])1≤k≤n and the decision d, but not on

individual votes (hence σi(h,u) depends on h only through past anonymized reforms

and decisions). Finally, by definition of σi in (14), it is clear that σ is a subgame-

perfect equilibrium of the repeated game that satisfies the criterion of As-If-Pivotal

Voting.

Lemma 2. The set of equilibrium payoffs E is the largest self-generating set.

Proof. This proof is adapted from standard techniques exposed in Mailath and Samuel-

son (2006). By the Lemma 1 above, it suffices to show that the set of equilibrium

payoffs E is a self-generating set. For any payoff w ∈ E with associated equilibrium

σ, we let:

• the decision rule dw be such that dw(u) is the decision implemented at the first

stage under the profile σ for reform u.

• the reward rw be rw(u) = U(σ | u, dw(u))

• the punishment qw be qw(u) = U(σ | u, 1− dw(u))

As σ is a subgame-perfect equilibrium, the promises rw and qw take values in E, as

desired. Moreover, we have w = U(σ) = E[(1 − δ)dw(u)u + δrw(u)] by definition of

dw and rw. Finally, it is easy to see that (12) is satisfied since σ is an equilibrium:

• if dw(u) = 1, then there are at least m agents (where m is the majority rule

threshold) for which

(1− δ)ui + δU(σ | u, 1) ≥ δU(σ | u, 0)

and thus

(1− δ)up + δU(σ | u, 1) ≥ δU(σ | u, 0).

We thus obtain that (12) is satisfied.
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• if dw(u) = 0, the proof is similar and thus omitted.

Lemma 3. The set of equilibrium payoffs is a compact interval.

Proof. Claim 1: If W ⊂ R is a self-generating set such that U0 ∈ W , then any payoff

w ∈ (inf W, supW ) can be decomposed on W .

To show that, it suffices to show that for any payoff w decomposable on W and any

λ ∈ (0, 1), the payoff w′ = λw + (1 − λ)U0 is also decomposable on W . Let w be

decomposable by a triplet (d, r, q) on W .

We may write:

w = U0 + (w − U0)

= U0 + E

(1− δ)d(u)u+ δr(u)− (1− δ)d0(u)u− δU0︸ ︷︷ ︸
z(u)


= U0 +

∫
S

z(u)dF (u).

As F has no atom by assumption, there must exist a symmetric subdomain31 S′ ⊂ S

such that
∫
S′ z(u)dF (u) = λ

∫
S z(u)dF (u). Let us define (d′, r′, q′) by:

d′(u) =

{
d(u) if u ∈ S′

d0(u) otherwise
, r′(u) =

{
r(u) if u ∈ S′

U0 otherwise
, q′(u) =

{
q(u) if u ∈ S′

U0 otherwise.

As S′ is symmetric, the functions d′, r′ and q′ are symmetric. As U0 ∈ W , it is clear

that both r′ and q′ take values in W . Moreover, since d0 is the decision rule imple-

mented by the stage-game equilibrium, it is clear by construction that the rationality

condition (12) is satisfied by (d′, r′, q′). Finally, applying (11), the expected payoff is

given by:

w′ =

∫
S′

((1− δ)d(u)u+ δr(u)) dF (u) +

∫
S\S′

(
(1− δ)d0(u)u+ δU0

)
dF (u)

=

∫
S′
z(u)dF (u) + U0 = λ(w − U0) + U0 = λw + (1− λ)U0,

31We say that A ⊂ RN is symmetric if for any u ∈ A, for any permutation π : N → N , we have uπ ∈ A.
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as desired. Hence w′ = λw + (1 − λ)U0 is decomposable on W , this concludes the

proof of Claim 1.

Claim 2: The set of payoffs generated by a compact interval is a compact interval.

LetW = [w,w] be a compact interval. Let κ = δ
1−δ (w−w). We define (dmax, rmax, qmax)

by:

dmax(u) = deκ(u), rmax(u) = w, qmax(u) = w.

In words, dmax is the κ-capped efficient rule defined in (7), i.e. it is efficient when-

ever the pivot stake is below κ, and coincides with the sincere rule otherwise (see

also Figure 2, left panel). The reward rmax is always the highest possible and the

punishment qmax is always the lowest possible. Clearly, by definition of κ, the triplet

(dmax, rmax, qmax) satisfies the rationality condition (12). The payoff induced by the

triplet (dmax, rmax, qmax) is given by:

wmax = (1− δ)U(deκ) + δw.

Now, suppose that there is a triplet (d′, r′, q′) which generates a higher payoff w′ >

wmax. For any u ∈ S, we have r′(u) ≤ w = rmax(u), since W is upper bounded by

w. For any u ∈ S with |up| ≤ κ, we have d′(u)u ≤ dmax(u)u = de(u)u, since dmax is

efficient for such reforms. Thus, to have w′ > wmax, there must exist u with |up| > κ

and such that d′(u)u > dmax(u)u = d0(u)u. Suppose without loss of generality that

u > 0. Then we have d0(u) = 0, and thus up < −κ and d′(u) = 1. Now, we have:

(1− δ)(2d′(u)− 1)up + δ(r′(u)− q′(u)) ≤ (1− δ)up + δ(w − w)

< δ(w − w)− (1− δ)κ = 0.

Thus, the triplet (d′, r′, q′) fails the rationality condition (13). We conclude that wmax

is the highest payoff that can be decomposed on W .

Consider now the triplet (dmin, rmin, qmin) defined by:

dmin(u) = diκ(u), rmin(u) = w +
1− δ
δ

c
(
u, diκ(u)

)
, qmin(u) = w.

In words, dmin is the κ-capped semi-inefficient rule defined in (9), i.e. it is inefficient

whenever the pivot stake is below κ and the pivot utility is of the same sign as the

average utility but with a lower absolute value, and it coincides with the sincere rule

otherwise (see also Figure 2, right panel). The reward rmin is the minimum needed to

provide incentives to the pivot to vote against her will when the prescribed decision
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is inefficient and insincere, it is the lowest possible payoff otherwise. The punishment

qmin is always the lowest possible.

Clearly, by construction, the triplet (dmin, rmin, qmin) satisfies the rationality con-

dition (12), and by definition of diκ, we know that for any u ∈ S, we have 0 ≤
c
(
u, diκ(u)

)
≤ κ, so that rmin(u) ∈ W . Now, suppose that there is a triplet (d′, r′, q′)

which generates a lower payoff w′ < wmin, where wmin is the expected payoff generated

by (dmin, rmin, qmin), that is:

wmin = E[(1− δ)dmin(u)u+ δrmin(u)] = (1− δ)
(
U(diκ) + C(diκ)

)
+ δw.

Then, there must exist u ∈ S such that the following condition holds:

(1− δ)d′(u)u+ δr′(u) < (1− δ)dmin(u)u+ δrmin(u). (15)

Condition (15) can only be satisfied if at least one of the two following inequalities

hold: dmin(u) = de(u) or rmin(u) > w. We thus consider two cases:

• if rmin(u) > w, then by construction rmin, we must have c
(
u, diκ(u)

)
> 0. We

thus have |up| < κ and (abusing notation, as up and u can be either both positive

or both negative) we have up ∈ (0, u). Under these conditions, we know that

dmin(u) = 1 − de(u) = 1 − d0(u). It follows that d′(u)u ≥ dmin(u)u, so that

condition (15) implies that r′(u) < rmin(u) = w+ 1−δ
δ |up|. There are two subcases

to consider:

– if d′(u) = dmin(u) = 1 − d0(u), we obtain a contradiction by observing

that, since r′(u) < rmin(u) and q′(u) ≥ w = qmin(u), we must have r′(u) −
q′(u) < rmin(u)− qmin(u). Therefore, the triplet (d′, r′, q′) cannot satisfy the

rationality condition (12) at u (recall that by construction, rmin(u)−qmin(u)

is the smallest difference between continuations payoffs that can incentivize

the pivot agent to deviate from sincere voting).

– if d′(u) = d0(u) = de(u), we obtain a contradiction with (15), as since

up ∈ (0, u), we have:

(1− δ)d′(u)u+ δr′(u) ≥ (1− δ)de(u)u+ δw

> (1− δ) ((1− de(u))u+ |up|) + δw

> (1− δ)dmin(u)u+ δrmin(u).

• if dmin(u) = de(u), then we have (by construction of the capped semi-inefficient
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rule dmin) that c(u, dmin(u)) = 0 and thus rmin(u) = w and d0(u) = de(u). For

(15) to hold, as r′(u) ≥ w, we must have d′(u) = 1 − de(u) = 1 − d0(u). We

consider two subcases:

– if |up| ≤ κ, then we also have (by construction of the capped semi-inefficient

rule dmin) that |up| > |u|. For the triplet (d′, r′, q′) to satisfy the rationality

condition (12), we must have r′(u) − q′(u) ≥ 1−δ
δ |up|, and thus r′(u) ≥

w + 1−δ
δ |up|. We obtain a contradiction with (15), as since |up| > |u|, we

have:

(1− δ)d′(u)u+ δr′(u) ≥ (1− δ) ((1− de(u))u+ |up|) + δw

> (1− δ)de(u)u+ δw

> (1− δ)dmin(u)u+ δrmin(u).

– if |up| > κ, then we obtain a contradiction by observing that, since r′(u) −
q′(u) ≤ w − w = 1−δ

δ κ, the triplet (d′, r′, q′) cannot satisfy the rationality

condition (12) at u.

We conclude that wmin is the lowest payoff that can be decomposed on W .

Claim 3: If a bounded interval I is self-generating, then its closure I is also self-

generating.

If I is self-generating, then any payoff in I is decomposable on I, and thus also

on I. The set of payoffs that can be decomposed on I is thus a compact interval (by

Claim 2) which contains I. Thus any payoff in I can be decomposed on I, i.e. I is

self-generating.

To conclude, we know that the set of equilibrium payoffs E contains U0 (repeating

the stage-game equilibrium is an equilibrium of the repeated game). As E is self-

generating, it must be a (bounded) interval by Claim 1. As E is the largest self-

generating set by the previous lemma, it must be closed by Claim 3, and thus compact.

This concludes the proof of Lemma 3.

We are now equipped to finish the proof of Theorem 1. We know from the previous

lemma that E = [w,w]. Let wmax the maximal payoff that can be decomposed on E.

As E is self-generating, we have that wmax ≥ w. Now, if wmax > w, then this would

contradict the fact that E must be the largest self-generating set. Hence, we must
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have wmax = w. Similarly, if we note wmin the minimal payoff that can be decomposed

on E, we have wmin = w.

The formula for wmax in the proof is wmax = (1 − δ)U(deκ) + δw. We thus obtain

wmax = U(deκ) = V (κ). The formula for wmin in the proof is wmin = (1− δ)(U(diκ) +

C(diκ)) + δw. We thus obtain wmin = U(diκ) + C(diκ) = V (κ).

We thus obtained that E = [V (κ), V (κ)] for κ ≥ 0 such that (1− δ)κ = δ(V (κ)−
V (κ)). To finish, suppose that there is κ′ > κ such that (1 − δ)κ′ = δ(V (κ′) −
V (κ′)). Following the arguments in the proof of the previous lemma, we obtain that

[V (κ′), V (κ′)] is self-generating, but this set strictly contains E, this provides a con-

tradiction with the fact that E is the largest self-generating set. This concludes the

proof.

A.2 Proof of Proposition 1

Proof. First, it is straightforward that the highest consensus will be achieved at an

optimal equilibrium if, for any reform u with prescribed decision deκδ(u) = 1, the

reward will be the highest possible, equal to wδ, and the punishment will be the

lowest possible, equal to wδ. Thus, such an optimal equilibrium will be stationary,

implementing a stage-game profile v = (vi)i∈N with vi(u) = 1{ui ≥ −κδ} whenever

deκδ(u) = 1.

As mentioned in the text below Proposition 1, it is straightforward that more good

reforms will be adopted and that each such reform is more likely to receive consensus

when δ increases. Therefore, to show that Pδ is increasing, it suffices to show that a

bad reform never receives consensus (even if approved).

Let u be a bad reform, i.e u ≤ 0 and assume that it is approved at an optimal

equilibrium, i.e. deκδ(u) = 1. Then, by definition of the capped efficient rule, it must

be that up > κδ. Now observe that we can upper bound the lowest utility u[1] by lower

bounding the average utility

0 ≥ u ≥ dmneup + (n− dmne)u[1] > dmneκδ + (n− dmne)u[1].

We thus have u[1] < − dmne
n−dmneκδ ≤ −κδ, since m ≥ 1/2. It follows that reform u

cannot be unanimously approved at an optimal equilibrium.

We have thus shown that Pδ is (weakly) increasing. As the support S of reform

distribution F is bounded, while the function κδ is increasing and unbounded (by

application of (2), since wδ > U0 ≥ wδ for δ > δF ), there must exist δC ∈ (0, 1) above
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which we have κδ ≥ −minu∈S u[1]. Then, consensus is maximal and any good reform

is adopted with consensus.

A.3 Proof of Theorem 2

Proof. The first step of the proof consists in providing closed-form formulas and com-

parative statics results for all variables of interest (κδ, wδ, discount factor thresholds)

for any possible values of discount factor δ and inefficiency gap ∆ (throughout the

proof we abuse notation and write ∆ for ∆e) . It will be useful to divide our inquiry

into two cases, corresponding to two regions of values for ∆, that is ∆ ∈ (0, 1/2], and

then ∆ ∈ (1/2, 1].

A.3.1 Preliminaries

Note that for any κ ∈ [0,∆], we may write

V (κ) =

∫
uc≥κ

udF (u) =

∫
θ≥∆−κ

θ
dθ

2
=

1− (κ−∆)2

4
.

Hence, we obtain the general formula

V (κ) =


1− (κ−∆)2

4
if 0 ≤ κ ≤ ∆

1

4
if κ ≥ ∆.

(16)

Note that when ∆ ≤ 1− κ, we have

V (κ) =

∫ ∆+κ

∆

(θ −∆)
dθ

2
+

∫ 1

∆+κ

θ
dθ

2
=

1−∆(∆ + 2κ)

4
,

while when 1− κ ≤ ∆ ≤ 1, we have

V (κ) =

∫ 1

∆

(θ −∆)
dθ

2
=

(1−∆)2

4
.

Hence, we obtain the general formula

V (κ) =


1−∆(∆ + 2κ)

4
if κ ≤ 1−∆

(1−∆)2

4
if κ ≥ 1−∆.

(17)
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A.3.2 Equilibrium Payoffs

We separate our analysis between Case 1, ∆ ∈ (0, 1/2], and Case 2, ∆ ∈ (1/2, 1].

Case 1: ∆ ∈ (0, 1/2]

In that case, we have ∆ ≤ 1−∆. By application of (16) and (17), we obtain

V (κ)− V (κ) =



κ
(

∆− κ

4

)
if κ ≤ ∆

∆(∆ + 2κ)

4
if ∆ ≤ κ ≤ 1−∆

∆(2−∆)

4
if κ ≥ 1−∆.

Observe that the function V (κ) − V (κ) is strictly concave for κ ∈ [0,∆], then affine

for κ ∈ [∆, 1−∆], and finally constant for κ ∈ [1−∆,+∞). Moreover, its derivative

is continuous at k = ∆. Equation (6) thus admits no solution (if δ is too low) or a

unique solution (if δ is high enough).

The determination of κδ in Case 1 is illustrated in Figure 4 below. The colored curve

corresponds to the difference V (κ) − V (κ), while the grey lines represent functions

κ 7→ (1 − δ)κ/δ, for different values of the discount factor δ. As κ increases, both

the highest and the lowest sustainable payoff increase. Once κ reaches ∆, the highest

sustainable payoff reaches its maximum U e = 1/4, while the lowest sustainable payoff

keeps decreasing (green part). For κ larger than 1−∆, the lowest sustainable payoff

reaches its minimum (1−∆)
2
/4 (blue part).

Figure 4: Determination of κδ in Case 1.

∆ 1−∆

δ > δF

δ′ ∈ [δP , δF ]

δ′′ < δP

κ

V (κ)− V (κ)
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The thresholds δP and δF are then defined by,

1− δP

δP
=
∂
(
V (κ)− V (κ)

)
∂κ

∣∣∣∣
κ=0

= ∆,
1− δF

δF
=

(
V (∆)− V (∆)

)
∆

=
3∆

4
. (18)

We identify three regimes of cooperation as a function of δ.

Regime 1: δ ≤ δP . The grey line lies above the colored curve for any positive value of

κ, and we get that κδ = 0; there is no cooperation and the unique equilibrium payoff

is U0.

Regime 2: δ ∈ (δP , δF ). The grey line intersects the colored curve for a value of

κδ ∈ (0,∆) (red part) defined by,

κδ = 4

(
∆− 1− δ

δ

)
. (19)

Applying equation (16), the associated highest equilibrium payoff is given by,

wδ =
1− (κ−∆)2

4
= U e − 4

(
1− δ
δ
− 3∆

4

)2

. (20)

We then get a regime of partial cooperation as wδ ∈ (U0, U e).

Regime 3: δ ≥ δF . The grey line intersects either the green or the blue line for a

value of κ greater than ∆. In that case, we get full cooperation as wδ = U e.

Case 2: ∆ ∈ (1/2, 1]

In that case, we have ∆ ≥ 1−∆. By application of (16) and (17), we obtain

V (κ)− V (κ) =



κ
(

∆− κ

4

)
if κ ≤ 1−∆

−κ2 + 2∆(1 + κ)− 2∆2

4
if 1−∆ ≤ κ ≤ ∆

∆(2−∆)

4
if κ ≥ ∆.

Observe that the function V (κ) − V (κ) is strictly concave for κ ∈ [0, 1 − ∆], then

strictly concave for κ ∈ [1 −∆,∆], and finally constant for κ ∈ [∆,+∞). Moreover,

its derivative is (discontinuously) decreasing at k = 1−∆. Equation (6) thus admits

no solution (if δ is too low) or a unique solution (if δ is high enough).
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The determination of κδ in Case 2 is illustrated in Figure 5 below. As κ increases,

both the highest and the lowest sustainable payoff increase. Once κ reaches 1−∆, the

lowest sustainable payoff reaches its minimum (1−∆)2/4, while the highest sustainable

payoff keeps increasing (green part). For κ larger than ∆, the highest sustainable

payoff reaches its maximum 1/4 (blue part).

Figure 5: Determination of κδ in Case 2.

1−∆ ∆

δ > δF

δ′ ∈ [δR, δF ]

δ′′ ∈ [δP , δR]

δ′′′ < δP

κ

V (κ)− V (κ)

Let threshold δP be as in (18), and define new thresholds δR and δF by,
1−δR
δR

=
(V (1−∆)−V (1−∆))

∆ =
5∆− 1

4
,

1−δF
δF

=
(V (∆)−V (∆))

∆ =
2−∆

4
.

(21)

We identify four regimes of cooperation as a function of δ.

Regime 1: δ ≤ δP . The grey line lies above the colored curve for any positive value

of κ, and we get that κδ = 0.

Regime 2: δ ∈ (δP , δR). The grey line intersects the colored curve for a value

κδ < 1−∆ (red part) defined by equation (19), as in Case 1. The highest equilibrium

payoff wδ is given by formula (20).

Regime 3: δ ∈ (δR, δF ). The grey line intersects the colored curve for a value

κδ ∈ (1−∆,∆] (green part) defined by,

(1− δ)κδ = δ

(
−κ2 + 2∆(1 + κδ)− 2∆2

4

)
.
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Simplifying, we obtain the quadratic equation,

κ2
δ + 4

(
1− δ
δ
− ∆

2

)
κδ + 2∆(∆− 1) = 0. (22)

Since ∆− 1 < 0, equation (22) admits a unique positive solution, given by,

κδ = ∆− 2
1− δ
δ

+

√(
∆− 2

1− δ
δ

)2

+ 2∆(1−∆). (23)

The highest equilibrium payoff is now given by,

wδ =
1− (∆− κδ)2

4
. (24)

Regime 4: δ ≥ δF . The grey line intersects the colored curve for a value of κ greater

than ∆ (blue part). In that case, we get full cooperation as wδ = U e.

A.3.3 Comparative Statics

We now provide general comparative statics on cooperation thresholds and welfare

levels, considering all possible values of ∆ ∈ [0, 1] and δ ∈ (0, 1).

By application of equations (18) and (21), we have that thresholds δP and δR are

decreasing with respect to ∆, while threshold δF is decreasing with ∆ when ∆ ≤ 1/2

and increasing with ∆ when ∆ ≥ 1/2.

When δ ≤ δP (regime 1 of both cases 1 and 2), we have κδ = 0, so that wδ =

U e −∆2/4 is constant in δ and decreasing in ∆.

When δP < δ < min(δR, δF ), we are in the regime 2 of both cases 1 and 2. Then,

by equations (16) and (20), we obtain that wδ is increasing with δ and also increasing

with ∆ as,
∂wδ
∂∆

= 6

(
1− δ
δ
− 3∆

4

)
> 0.

This last inequality is obtained by observing that,

1− δ
δ

>
1− δF

δF
=

3∆

4
when ∆ ≤ 1/2,

1− δ
δ

>
1− δR

δR
=

5∆− 1

4
≥ 3∆

4
when ∆ ≥ 1/2.

When ∆ ≥ 1/2 and δR < δ < δF , we are in the regime 3 of case 2. In that case, wδ

is increasing with δ but decreasing with ∆. The first comparative statics is obtained
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by observing that κδ is increasing in δ (Corollary 2) and applying equation (24). The

second comparative statics is obtained by applying equation (24) and differentiating

(22), i.e.

∂(∆− κ)

∂∆
=

∆ + 2

(
1− δ
δ

)
− 1

κ−∆ + 2

(
1− δ
δ

) .
The numerator can be shown to be positive as δ < δF implies, by application of (21),

that,

2
1− δ
δ

> 1− ∆

2
≥ 1−∆.

The denominator is also positive by definition of κδ in (23). Hence, ∂wδ
∂∆ < 0.

Finally, for δ ≥ δF , we have wδ = U e, which is constant in both δ and ∆.

Figure 6 below summarizes the cooperation regimes, which are separated by the var-

ious discount thresholds, represented as functions of the inefficiency gap ∆. For each

regime, the comparative statics of wδ as a function of δ and ∆ are provided. We note

that partial cooperation is easier when ∆ increases, while full cooperation is most

easily achieved when ∆ = 1/2.

Figure 6: Discount factor thresholds, cooperation regimes and comparative statics.

∆

δ

δP

δR

δF

1/2 10

1

wδ : ↓ ∆,→ δ

wδ : ↑ ∆, ↑ δ

wδ : ↓ ∆, ↑ δ

wδ : → ∆,→ δ
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A.3.4 Optimal voting rule(s).

We now characterize the set of optimal voting rules, i.e. the voting rules which maxi-

mize the highest equilibrium payoff wδ.

For given values of b = (b1, . . . , bn) and α, the set of relevant voting rules Mn :=

{m ∈ [1/2, 1] | mn ∈ N} can be described by the set of feasible inefficiency gaps

∆ = {∆m | m ∈Mn} = {α|b1|, . . . , α|bn+1
2
|} with α|bn+1

2
| ≤ . . . ≤ α|b1|.

When δ ≤ min∆∈∆ δP (∆), the optimal voting rule is the one with the lowest

inefficiency gap ∆, i.e. the simple majority rule m = 1/2.

When min∆∈∆ δP (∆) < δ < min∆∈∆ δF (∆), there are essentially two candidate

optimal rules: the optimal rule among those that do not allow for partial cooperation,

call it mNC(δ), and the optimal rule among those that do allow for partial cooperation,

call it mPC(δ). The rule mNC(δ), if it exists, is simply the one with the lowest

inefficiency ∆, by application of the comparative results represented in Figure 6. The

rule mPC(δ), if it exists, is either the one with the highest ∆ ≤ (δR)−1(δ), call it

mR−(δ), or the one with the lowest ∆ ≥ (δR)−1(δ), call it mR+(δ).32

Observe that the payoff under mNC(δ) is constant in δ and strictly lower than U e,

while the payoff under mPC(δ) is increasing in δ, and tends to U e when δ approaches

min∆∈∆ δF (∆). Thus, there exists δ such that: only mNC(δ) is optimal when δ < δ,

only mPC(δ) is optimal when δ > δ, and both are optimal when δ = δ.

To show that mPC(δ) is (weakly) decreasing in δ, observe first that mR−(δ) and

mR+(δ) are both (weakly) decreasing in δ. As we always have mR−(δ) ≤ mR+(δ)

and n(mR+(δ) −mR−(δ)) ≤ 1, the only way to have mPC(·) increasing between two

discount factors δ and δ′ > δ is to have mPC(δ) = mR−(δ) = mR−(δ′) < mPC(δ′) =

mR+(δ′) = mR+(δ). Let us show that this is not possible.

If that were true, we would have two rules ∆ and ∆′ > ∆ with ∆ ≤ (δR)−1(δ′) ≤
(δR)−1(δ) ≤ ∆′ and wδ(∆) > wδ(∆

′) and wδ′(∆) < wδ′(∆
′). This would imply

by equation (24), which holds in both partial cooperation regimes, that κδ′(∆
′) −

κδ′(∆) > ∆′ − ∆ > κδ(∆
′) − κδ(∆). For that to be true we would need to have

∂κδ
∂δ (∆′, δ0) > ∂κδ

∂δ (∆, δ0) for at least some δ0 ∈ (δ, δ′). Deriving expression (22) for the

32In all rigor, if δ ≥ δF (∆ = 1/2), then mPC(δ) is either the rule with the highest ∆ ≤ 1/2 or with the highest

∆ ≥ 1/2. Yet, the same reasoning applies for that case.
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first derivative and expression (19) for the second one, this is equivalent to,

2κδ0(∆
′)

δ2
0

(
κδ0(∆

′) + 2
1− δ0

δ0
−∆′

) >
4

δ2
0

.

Applying the expression of κδ0(∆
′) in (23), we obtain,√

(∆′ − 2
1− δ0

δ0
)2 + 2∆′(1−∆′) < ∆′ − 2

1− δ0

δ0
,

which is impossible, hence a contradiction.

When δ ≥ min∆∈∆ δF (∆) := δ, there is at least one voting rule which allows for

full cooperation and hence full efficiency. This rule cannot be higher than the rule

mPC(δ) for δ just below the threshold δ, by application of the previous argument and

by observing that utilities are continuous in δ in this model. As δ increases, the set

of optimal voting rules is convex and expanding, since (δF )−1 is quasi-convex (see

Figure 6). Hence, the lowest optimal voting rule (weakly) decreases while the highest

optimal voting rule (weakly) increases. Finally, when δ is high enough, all rules are

optimal by the folk theorem (Corollary 3).

A.4 Proof of Proposition 3

Proof. Consider the optimal degree of cooperation κδ in the first partial coopera-

tion regime of cases 1 and 2 in the previous proof of Theorem 2. In this regime,

κδ = 4
(
∆− 1−δ

δ

)
= 4

(
α|bp| − 1−δ

δ

)
. We thus have ∂κδ

∂α = 4|bp|. The optimal con-

sensus probability is given by Pδ = 1−max(α−κδ,0)
2 . For δ small enough in the partial

cooperation regime, we have κδ < α and thus ∂Pδ
∂α = 1

2

(
∂κδ
∂α − 1

)
. In such a case, we

obtain that ∂Pδ
∂α > 0 whenever 4|bp| > 1, that is, when |bp| > 1/4.

A.5 Proof of Theorem 3

Proof. Assume first that the Gains from Trade Condition is satisfied, with a family

of reforms (uk)1≤k≤K and a family of weights (wk)1≤k≤K . Observe first that we may

assume without loss of generality that ukp 6= 0 for each k. Indeed, if it is the case that

ukp = 0 for some value(s) of k, we can pick vector(s) xk arbitrarily close to uk such that

xkp 6= 0, equation (10) remains satisfied, and xk ∈ S, since F is continuous. Similarly,

we may assume without loss of generality that each reform uk belongs to the interior
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of the support S.

Now, as the decision rule d0 is constant in a small enough neighborhood of each

uk, we obtain that there exists ε > 0 such that B(uk, ε) ⊂ S for each k and for any

family (xk)1≤k≤K with xk ∈ B(uk, ε) for each k, the following holds: xkpu
k
p > 0 and

∀i ∈ N,
K∑
k=1

wkxki (1− 2d0(xk)) > 0. (25)

Therefore, there exists a family (Xk)1≤k≤K of measurable sets such that Xk ⊆ B(uk, ε)

for each k and for any k, k′, we have F (Xk)
F (Xk′)

= wk

wk′
. Consider the decision rule d∗ defined

by:

∀u ∈ S, d∗(u) =

{
1− d0(u) if u ∈ ∪Kk=1Xk

d0(u) if u /∈ ∪Kk=1Xk.

To show that d∗ strictly Pareto-improves over d0, we write:

Ui(d
∗)− Ui(d0) =

∫
S

ui(d
∗(u)− d0(u))dF (u) =

K∑
k=1

∫
Xk

ui(1− 2d0(u))dF (u). (26)

Next, observe that for any k, since the function d0 is constant on Xk (as xkpu
k
p > 0 for

any xk ∈ Xk), the function u 7→ ui(1 − 2d0(u)) is continuous on Xk, so that, by the

mean value theorem, there exists xk ∈ Xk such that∫
Xk

ui(1− 2d0(u))dF (u) = F (Xk)x
k
i (1− 2d0(xk)).

By combining equations (26) and (25), we obtain that Ui(d
∗) > Ui(d

0) for any i ∈ N .

Finally, consider the strategy profile defined σi(h,u) = d∗(u) if u ∈ ∪Kk=1Xk and

σi(h,u) = 1{ui > 0} if u /∈ ∪Kk=1Xk for any h on the equilibrium path (i.e. such

that d∗ has been implemented at each previous stage), and σi(h,u) = 1{ui > 0} for

any h off the equilibrium path. When δ is close enough to 1, it is clear that σ is an

outcome-stationary equilibrium, and it achieves the payoff vector (Ui(d
∗))i∈N , which

strictly Pareto-dominates (Ui(d
0))i∈N .

Conversely, suppose that for some δ ∈ (0, 1), an outcome-stationary equilibrium

exists which strictly Pareto-improves over sincere voting. Let d∗ be the decision rule

implemented at each stage by this equilibrium. Let X = {u ∈ S | d∗(u) 6= d0(u)}. By

assumption, we have for any i ∈ N ,
∫
S ui(d

∗(u)−d0(u))dF (u) > 0, which is equivalent

to
∫
X ui(1− 2d0(u))dF (u) > 0. We may assume without loss of generality that there
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is η > 0 such that |up| > η for any u ∈ X, as the previous set of strict inequalities is

preserved if we remove from X all vectors such that |up| ≤ η for η small enough.

Let ε = min(η,mini∈N
∫
X ui(1− 2d0(u))dF (u)) > 0. Let (Xk)1≤k≤K be a family of

measurable sets such that X = ∪Kk=1Xk is a partition and ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , K} there exists

uk ∈ V such that Xk ⊂ B(uk, ε). Then, as ε ≤ η, the function u 7→ ui(1− 2d0(u)) is

continuous on Xk, and we obtain:

∀i ∈ N,
∫
X

ui(1− 2d0(u))dF (u) =
K∑
k=1

∫
Xk

ui(1− 2d0(u))dF (u)

=
K∑
k=1

F (Xk)x
k,i
i (1− 2d0(xk,i))

for some vectors xk,i ∈ Xk ⊂ B(uk, ε). Let wk = F (Xk) ≥ 0, and note that
∑K

k=1wk ≤
1. As |1− 2d0(u)| ≤ 1 for any u ∈ X, we obtain:

∀i ∈ N,
K∑
k=1

wkuki (1− 2d0(uk)) =
K∑
k=1

wkuki (1− 2d0(xk,i))

≥
K∑
k=1

wk
(
xk,ii (1− 2d0(xk,i))− ε

)
≥

(
K∑
k=1

wkxk,ii (1− 2d0(xk,i))

)
− ε

≥
∫
X

ui(1− 2d0(u))dF (u)− ε > 0.

Thus, the Gains from Trade Condition is satisfied.

A.6 Proof of Proposition 4

Proof. Let m > 1
2 + 1

n be a strict super-majority rule and fix ξ > 0. We will show

that the Gains from Trade Condition is satisfied for ε = 0, which implies that it is

satisfied for any ε ≥ 0. We will show that the condition is satisfied with a family of

two reforms (u1,u2). To construct the first reform, let s1 = 1 (the status quo is Left)

and θ1 = −βb(1−m)nc − ξ, so that for any i ∈ N , u1
i = βi − βb(1−m)nc − ξ. For that

reform, agent b(1 − m)nc (with utility −ξ) is pivotal, so that d0(u1) = 0, i.e. the

reform is rejected under sincere voting. Symmetrically, let s2 = −1 (the status quo

is Right) and θ2 = −βdmne + ξ, so that for any i ∈ N , u2
i = βdmne − βi − ξ. We have

d0(u2) = 0.
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To conclude, we have for any i ∈ N , u1
i + u2

i = βdmne− βb(1−m)nc− 2ξ. By taking ξ

small enough, we obtain that reforms u1 and u2 belong to the support of F and that

for any i ∈ N , u1
i + u2

i > 0. Hence, (F,m) satisfies the Gains from Trade Condition.

Consider now the simple majority rule m = 1/2. Assume first that ε = 0. On

any reform, the pivotal agent is then the median n+1
2 , i.e. the one with the median

bias βn+1
2

. This agent has her favorite alternative accepted under the sincere voting

rule d0, for any reform u ∈ S. It is thus impossible to strictly improve her utility by

reversing some sincere collective decisions. Therefore (F,m) violates the Gains from

Trade Condition when ε = 0.

Assume now that ε ≥ 1
2(βn+3

2
− βn−1

2
). To obtain the result, it will be sufficient to

show that the Gains from Trade Condition is satisfied for this ε (indeed, observe that

the condition is then satisfied for any ε′ ≥ ε). We fix ξ > 0. It will be useful to note

i1 := n−1
2 , i2 := n+1

2 and i3 := n+3
2 and to define for any i, j ∈ {i1, i2, i3}, βij := βi+βj

2 .

By assumption, we have ε ≥ 1
2(βi3 − βi1), and we may further assume without loss

of generality that βi2 ≥ βi1i3 (the opposite case can be treated similarly). We will

show that the Gains from Trade Condition is satisfied with a family of three reforms

(u1,u2,u3), weighted by w = (2, 1, 1):

• reform 1 is such that s = −1, εi = 0 for i 6= i2, i3, β̃i2 = β̃i3 = βi2i3 and

θ = ξ − βi2i3. It follows that u1
i2 = u1

i3 = −ξ and u1
i = βi2i3 − βi − ξ for i 6= i2, i3.

• reform 2 is such that s = 1, εi = 0 for i 6= i1, i2, i3, β̃i1 = β̃i3 = βi1i3, β̃i2 = βi2 + ε

and θ = −ξ − βi1i3. It follows that u2
i1 = u2

i3 = −ξ, u2
i2 = βi + ε − βi1i3 − ξ and

u2
i = βi − βi1i3 − ξ for i 6= i1, i2, i3.

• reform 3 is such that s = 1, εi = 0 for i 6= i1, i2, β̃i1 = β̃i2 = βi1i2 and θ =

−ξ − βi1i2. It follows that u3
i1 = u3

i2 = −ξ and u3
i = βi − βi1i2 − ξ for i 6= i1, i2.

Note that the inequality ε ≥ 1
2(βi3 − βi1) guarantees that each reform uk belongs to

S. Note also that each reform uk is rejected under sincere voting, i.e. d0(uk) = 0. We

thus compute for each agent the (weighted) expected benefit from accepting the three

reforms. We obtain:

3∑
k=1

wkuki1 = 2(βi2i3−βi1)−4ξ,
3∑

k=1

wkuki2 = βi2−βi1i3+ε−4ξ,
3∑

k=1

wkuki3 = βi3−βi1i2−4ξ
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and

∀i /∈ {i1, i2, i3},
3∑

k=1

wkuki = 2βi2i3 − βi1i3 − βi1i2 − 4ξ = βi2i3 − βi1 − 4ξ.

For ξ small enough, all those sums are positive. Hence, (F,m) satisfies the Gains from

Trade Condition.

B Cooperation under incomplete information: an example

To illustrate how cooperation can emerge under incomplete information, we focus on

the following simple example. We assume that n = 2 and m = 1, that is, two voters

decide under the unanimity rule. There are two possible types of reforms, A and B,

each type generating a fixed distribution of utilities as described in Table 2.

Voters

u[1] u[2]

Reforms
A −5 2

B −5 8

Table 2: Distribution of utilities under reforms A and B

Agents are equally likely to occupy any rank in the associated utility distribution.

Moreover, both types of reforms are equally likely. Crucially, we assume here that

agents observe their own utility but not that of their fellow committee member, and

that the informational environment is common knowledge. The first best consists in

only accepting reforms of type B, yielding an ex-ante utility U e = 3
4 for each agent. In

the stage game, the (essentially) unique equilibrium in undominated strategies consists

in voting sincerely, yielding an ex-ante utility U0 = 0 as all reforms are then rejected.

In the repeated game, absent any communication technology, agents cannot reach a

payoff higher than U0 = 0 at equilibrium.33

Consider now an augmented stage game where voters can (simultaneously and

publicly) report their own utility before voting. As without communication, sincere

voting is a weakly dominant strategy for each voter in the voting step, so that U0 = 0.

To illustrate how repetition can generate welfare gains, we consider the following

33Observe that the strategy profile consisting in accepting all reforms also yields an ex-ante utility of 0.
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strategy profile, inspired from the linking mechanism of Jackson and Sonnenschein

(2007).

Time is divided in consecutive blocs of four consecutive stages. At the each of first

three stages of a given bloc, each voter reports her true utility uti, unless uti = 8 and she

has already reported a utility of 8 in the current bloc. In the latter case, she reports 2.

At the fourth stage, a voter with negative utility reports her utility truthfully, while a

voter with positive utility reports a utility of 8 is she has not already reported such a

utility in the current bloc, and a utility of 2 otherwise. In the voting step of any stage,

voters vote sincerely unless at least one committee member reported 8 in that stage.

In the latter case, both voters vote in favor of the reform. Finally, if a deviation is ever

detected (either because a voter reports 8 twice within a bloc or because a voter does

not comply with prescribed voting behavior), then all voters revert to the stage-game

equilibrium (sincere voting) in all subsequent stages.

To analyse this strategy profile, it will be useful to introduce the following au-

tomaton. The set of states is Ω = {0+, 1+, 1−, 2−}, where the number of a state ω

indicates the number of voters who have already reported a utility of 8 in the current

bloc, while the sign of a state ω indicates whether a given voter has not yet sent a

utility of 8 in the current bloc (positive sign +), or has already sent it (negative sign

−). From the point of view of any voter, a bloc starts at the initial state 0+ and

evolves along the stages of the bloc according to the automaton represented below.

0+

1+

1−

2−

1/2

3/4

3/4

1

1/4

1/4

1/4

1/4

U t
0+ = 3

4 [U4
0+ = 0]

U t
1+ = 2 [U4

1+ = 5
2 ]

U t
1− = −5

4 [U4
1− = −5

2 ]

U t
2− = 0 [U4

2− = 0]

Figure 7: Evolution of the state and instantaneous utilities for stages t ∈ {1, 2, 3} and 4 in the candidate
equilibrium profile.

On Figure 7, we describe the transition probabilities as well as the instantaneous

utilities (U t
ω) incurred by the player at each state ω and stage t of the bloc. From
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these data, we can compute the forward utilities (V t
ω)t≥0
ω∈Ω defined by,34

∀t ≥ 0,∀ω ∈ Ω, V t
ω = (1− δ)

+∞∑
t′=t

δt
′ ∑
ω′∈Ω

P(ωt
′
= ω′ | ωt = ω)U t′

ω′.

For the strategy profile under consideration to be an equilibrium, two sets of con-

straints need to be satisfied. First, voters must have incentives to report their utilities

truthfully in the positive states Ω+ = {0+, 1+}, when their utility is positive, for all of

the first three stages of a bloc. Denoting by −ω the function 0+ 7→ 1− and 1+ 7→ 2−,

these constraints can be written,

∀t ∈ {1, 2, 3},∀ω ∈ Ω+,

{
(1− δ)8 + δV t+1

−ω ≥ 0 + δV t+1
ω

(1− δ)2 + δV t+1
−ω ≤ 0 + δV t+1

ω ,

or equivalently,

∀t ∈ {1, 2, 3},∀ω ∈ Ω+, 2 ≤ δ

1− δ
(V t+1

ω − V t+1
−ω ) ≤ 8. (27)

Second, voters must comply with prescribed voting strategies, in particular when they

are asked to vote insincerely. These constraints can be written: ∀t ∈ {1, 2, 3},∀ω ∈ Ω,

(1− δ)(−5) + δV t+1
ω ≥ 0 + δ0 and (1− δ)(−5) + δV 1

0+ ≥ 0 + δ0, or equivalently,

V 1
0+ ≥

5(1− δ)
δ

and ∀t ∈ {2, 3, 4},∀ω ∈ Ω, V t
ω ≥

5(1− δ)
δ

. (28)

Numerically, we find that constraints (27) and (28) are jointly satisfied when δ = 0.96,

yielding an ex-ante utility U∗ := V 1
0+ ≈ 0.45 > U0 = 0. This example thus illustrates

how, even under incomplete information, a cooperation norm can emerge to reach

outcomes that Pareto-dominate (in expectation) the sincere voting benchmark.

34Note that ω4t+1 = 0+ for each t so that V 4t+1
ω4t+1 = V 1

0+ for each t. It follows that all forward utilities can be

computed in a few lines of code.
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